Meeting of the Faculty Advisory Committee. Feb 19, 2021, 1pm

1. Approval of the agenda
2. Approval of the minutes
3. Conversation with Dr. Gates
4. Chair and Vice-Chair reports
   For reference:
   • BOR email: Schedule of CSCC updates at Upcoming BOR meetings
   • CSCU Announcement: Reporting lines Transferred to AVP of CSCC
5. SF Financial Update
   • CSCU Announcement: Review of Students First Projections Feb 8 2021
   • Possible response to Barnes’ Review*
6. Update on FAC resolution on relations with the BOR and next steps
   For reference:
   • FAC. Resolution on Normalizing the Relation Between the FAC and the BOR. Sept. 2020
7. FAC Elections
8. Old Business
9. New business
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